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Abstract

Genetic Algorithms GA� are used to �nd minimum cost
trees with special structures	 The desired structure for the
trees is M�Star isomorphic� where M � 
	 The M�Star iso�
morphic problem is to �nd a spanning tree that is a star�
and on each branch there are M vertices connected to form
a path	 The M�Star problem is NP�complete forM � �	 The
cost is taken as the sum of the length of the edges forming the
spanning tree	 The determinant encoding� the Davis encod�
ing� and the Pr�ufer encoding schemes are used to represent
the spanning trees	 The cost of a greedy algorithm is com�
pared to the three GA encodings and a variety of crossover
and mutation operators	 Results show that the determinant
encoding is better than the Pr�ufer encoding� and is as good
as the Davis encoding for the �� vertex problem	 For the ��
vertex problem the Davis encoding produces better results
over the determinant encoding in � out of �� test cases	

Introduction

Papadimitriou and Yannakakis ���� analyzed the complexity
of restricted spanning trees� and introduced the problem of
isomorphism to some property P 	 The objective is to �nd
a spanning tree that is of minimum length and has some
speci�c property� P 	 This problem is denoted by MSTP �	
Example properties� P � are �isomorphic to ��star�� �isomor�
phic to 
�star�� �isomorphic to full binary tree�� and �iso�
morphic to a path�	 The �isomorphic to a path� problem
is the traveling salesman problem TSP�	 Figure � shows
some examples of restricted spanning trees	 Figure �a� is
a star� Figure �b� is a ��star� Figure �c� is a 
�star� and
Figure �d� is a full binary tree	 The problems �isomorphic
to the star� and �isomorphic to the ��star� are solved in
On�� and On�� time respectively� where n is the number of
vertices	 The problems �isomorphic to 
�star� and �isomor�
phic to full binary tree� are NP�complete	 Papadimitriou
and Yannakakis show that the M�star isomorphism problem
is NP�complete for M � � ����	 The M�star problem has
applications in communication network design� and trans�
portation and distribution systems	
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Figure �� Some restricted spanning trees� �a� a star� �b�
a ��star� �c� a ��star �d� a full binary tree�

In general� two graphs are said to be isomorphic if there is
a one�to�one correspondence between their vertices and be�
tween their edges such that the incidence relationship among
the vertices is preserved	 That is� there is an edge between
two vertices in one graph if and only if there is a correspond�
ing edge between the corresponding vertices in the other
graph	 In the work presented here the property �isomorphic
to 
�star� means that the spanning tree is a 
�star	 An ex�
ample 
�star is shown in Figure �c�	

A k branch M�star means that the spanning tree has k

branches	 On each branch there are M vertices forming a
path� and each branch is connected to the root	 Such a tree
is also called regular M�star	 A k branch non�regular star
tree is a spanning tree with k branches where each branch is
connected to the root� and any number of vertices can form
the path on each branch	

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows	 Sec�
tion � introduces the Pr�ufer encoding� and illustrates the
encoding of M�stars with some examples	 Section 
 de�nes
our new determinant encoding and gives some examples for
representing M�stars	 Section � illustrates the use of the
Davis encoding to represent M�stars	 Section � derives for�
mulas for counting the number of M�stars� and the number
of M�stars and non�regular stars	 Section � describes our
greedy algorithm for generating M�stars	 Section � gives a
brief introduction to genetic algorithms GA�� reviews the
encodings used to represent the M�stars� and describes the
pool initialization strategy and the crossovers and mutations
used	 Finally� Section � describes the test cases� the results�
and the conclusion	

Pr�ufer encoding

One of the �rst theorems in graphical enumeration is Cay�
ley�s theorem ��� that there are n�n��� distinct labeled trees
on n vertices	 Pr�ufer ���� provided a constructive proof of
Cayley�s theorem by establishing a one�to�one correspon�
dence between such trees and the set of all strings of n� �



integers between � and n	

The key to Pr�ufer�s code is the observation that for any tree
there are always at least two vertices of degree one	 Hence�
in a labeled tree T � the vertex v incident to the lowest la�
beled vertex is uniquely determined� and v becomes the �rst
symbol in the string	 After deleting this edge and node� we
have a tree on n� � vertices	 Repeating this operation until
one edge is left produces n � � integers between � and n

inclusive ����	

To reconstruct a tree T from Pr�ufer�s code� we note that a
particular vertex appears in the code exactly one time less
than the degree of the vertex in T 	 Thus� it is possible to
compute the degree of all the vertices of T � and identify the
lowest labeled degree�one vertex in the tree� say u	 Since the
�rst symbol in the code is the vertex incident to u� the �rst
edge is easily determined� and by repeating this operation�
the remaining edges can be determined uniquely	 Two ex�
amples are shown below illustrating Pr�ufer�s encoding	

Example �� Consider Pr�ufer�s code for the 
 node complete
graph� the code is represented as a single digit number in
the range one to three	 The result is �� �� or 
� each repre�
senting one of the three possible spanning trees	 Code ���
represents the tree with the edges ���� and ��
�� code ���
represents the tree with the edges ���� and ��
�� and code
�
� represents the tree with the edges 
��� and 
���	

Example �� Pr�ufer�s code for the � node complete graph� is
represented as a string of � integers in the range one to four	
Notice each possible ��digit code represents a valid spanning
tree	 The codes for the sixteen possible spanning trees are
as follows�

� �� � �� 
 �� � ��
� �� � �� 
 �� � ��
� 
� � 
� 
 
� � 
�
� �� � �� 
 �� � ��

Consider for example the Pr�ufer code � ��	 The degree
of nodes �� �� 
� � are respectively �� �� �� �	 The smallest
labeled node of degree one is node �	 Since � is the �rst allele�
node � is adjacent to node � forming edge ����	 Decrement
the degree of node � to zero and decrement the degree of
node � to one and continue	 Now the smallest labeled node
of degree one is node � and that must be adjacent to node
� the second allele�	 The resulting tree becomes�

1 2 4 3

For a more detailed discussion of Pr�ufer�s encoding see ���	

The Pr�ufer Encoding of Star Trees

The Pr�ufer encoding is well suited for the representation of
star trees	 This is because the number of times a vertex ap�
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Figure �� The Non�regular star corresponding to the
Pr	ufer code 
� � � � ���

pears in the code dictates the vertex�s degree and hence the
partial structure of the spanning tree	 For example� for a
non�regular star with k branches� the root must appear in
the code k � � times because the root�s degree is k	 The
remaining vertices appear only once in the code� and the k
leaf nodes do not appear at all	

For example� for a seven vertex non�regular star� the Pr�ufer
code might be the integer string �� � � � ��� where vertex
one has a degree of four� vertices two and four have a degree
of two� and vertices three� �ve� six� and seven are leaf nodes	
The spanning tree corresponding to this Pr�ufer code is shown
in Figure �	

The Pr�ufer Encoding of M�Stars

From the previous section we can see that the Pr�ufer en�
coding is very conducive for the representation of star trees	
Unfortunately� the representation of M�stars is less obvious
because the interpretation of the Pr�ufer code is position de�
pendent	 Thus it is necessary to place the vertices in the
appropriate positions to produce an M�star	 These positions
can only be found if one starts decoding the Pr�ufer code and
then re�adjusts the position of the vertices	 Sometimes M�
stars can be produced by placing the root atM�� intervals	
Such codes produce an M�star if the root does not connect
to a leaf� and k components are formed	

For example� for a 
�star with 
 branches� we have ten ver�
tices in the graph	 The Pr�ufer code for such a 
�star might
be the integer string �� � �� 
 � �� � ��� where vertex ten
has a degree of three� vertices �� �� 
� �� �� and � have a
degree of two� and vertices �� �� and � are leaf nodes	 The
spanning tree uniquely corresponding to this Pr�ufer code is
shown in Figure 
	 The Pr�ufer code �� � �� � � �� � �� is an
example where placing the root node ��� atM �� intervals
does NOT necessarily produce an M�star	 The spanning tree
corresponding to this Pr�ufer code is shown is Figure �	

The Determinant Encoding

De�ne the edge�range vector R of a digraph G�V�E� as fol�
lows� Rj� � fi j Di� j� � ��g for j � � to n where D is
the in�degree matrix	 Furthermore� de�ne a determinant
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Figure �� The ��star corresponding to the Pr	ufer code
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Figure �� The Non�regular star corresponding to the
Pr	ufer code 
� � � � � � � ���

code� DC to be a string of n � � integers� where n is the
number of vertices in the original graph� and the j � � po�
sition in the string is selected from R�j� for j � � to n� For
example� the set of all determinant codes for a � vertex graph
is given by� fx�� x�� x�� j xj � Rj� �j � �� 
� �g � If DC is
a determinant code� the j� � position in DC represents the
row index of an entry of �� in the j �th column of the in�
degree matrix	 An x in the j�� position of DC corresponds
to an edge from vertex x to j 	 The reader is referred to ���	

For the star isomorphism problem we de�ne a modi�ed de�
terminant code� MDC to be a string of n integers� where n
is the number of vertices in the original graph� and the j
position in the string is selected from R�j� for j � � to n� If
we select vertex j to be the root then column j is skipped
over when generating the tree from MDC 	

The Determinant Encoding of Star Trees

The determinant encoding is highly robust in the represen�
tation of special spanning tree structures	 To represent star
trees with k branches� the determinant encoding places the

root in the determinant code k times whereas in the Pr�ufer
encoding the root is placed in the code k � � times	 The
internal vertices appear only once� and the leaf vertices do
NOT appear in the code at all	 A code constructed under
these restrictions produces a star tree with k branches� pro�
vided the code does NOT have a cycle	 For example� for the
seven vertex non�regular star shown in Figure �� the deter�
minant code is �� � � � � � ��	 The zero in the �rst position
indicates that vertex one is the root and position one should
be skipped	

The Determinant Encoding of M�Stars

The process for generating M�stars using the determinant
encoding is straightforward	 For each vertex� one places the
label of the parent vertex in the code	 For example� the
determinant code corresponding to Figure 
 is �� �� � ��
� �� � 
 � ��� where the zero in column ten indicates that
vertex �� in the root	 The determinant encoding scheme is
discussed in more detail in ���	

The Davis Encoding

Jones and Beltramo ��
� investigated partitioning problems
using genetic algorithms	 The goal is to partition a per�
mutation into k groups according to some criterion	 They
presented several methods for encoding a partition as a per�
mutation of n objects	 One of the methods is a greedy heuris�
tic which they attribute to L	 Davis	 The greedy heuristic
takes the �rst k objects in the permutation to initialize the k
groups	 The remaining objects of the permutation are then
added to the groups one at a time	 Each of the remaining
objects is added to the group that yields the best value for
the objective function	

The Davis Encoding of Star Trees

The star tree problem can be thought of as a set partitioning
problem� where the objective is to �nd the minimum cost
partitioning of the vertices into k subsets representing the
branches in the star tree� where � � k � n � �� and the
vertices on each branch are connected to form a path	 In this
case� the meaning of this permutation is as follows� Pick the
�rst vertex in the permutation as the root	 For the remaining
vertices in the permutation� select the vertex in order� and
connect it to the minimum cost leaf vertex� or connect it
directly to the root whichever is least costly	

The Davis Encoding of M�Stars

The M�star problem can also be thought of as a set parti�
tioning problem� where the objective is to �nd the minimum
cost partitioning of the vertices into k subsets representing
the branches in the M�star� and where each branch has M
vertices connected to form a path	 The meaning of this per�
mutation for the M�star is as follows� Pick the �rst vertex
in the permutation as the root	 Assign the next k vertices
to the k branches in order� connecting each of these vertices
to the root	 For the remaining vertices in the permutation�
select each vertex in order� and connect it to the minimum



cost leaf vertex� such that the number of vertices in that
branch does not exceed M 	

Counting The Number of Stars in

a Graph

The Number of Regular Stars �M�Stars�

The number of stars with k branches� where each branch has
M vertices the total number of vertices is then n � kM���
is found as follows� Assume that we have an integer string
of size n� where the i�th position in the string contains the
branch number that vertex i is in	 Since we can selectM po�
sitions to be in the �rst branch� out of the n positions� this
gives us Cn�M� combinations for the �rst branch	 Then�
for the second branch we can select another M positions
from the n �M remaining positions	 Similarly� we can do
the same for the k�th branch	 Hence the total number of
combinations is�

k��Y
i��

�
n� iM�

M

�
�

n�

M ��k
�

Then� within each branch there areM � permutations for the
M vertices	 Finally� we have to remove duplicate strings
where vertices are in virtually the same branch and are con�
nected the same way� so we divide by k�	 Therefore� the
number of stars with k branches� where each branch has M
vertices is�

M ��k

k�

k��Y
i��

�
n� iM�

M

�
�
n�

k�
�

The Number of Stars in a Graph �Regular
and Non�regular�

The number of regular and non�regular stars with k branches
can easily be computed if one approaches the problem as
�nding the number of Pr�ufer codes corresponding to regular
or non�regular stars with k branches	 We know that there is
one�to�one correspondence between Pr�ufer codes and span�
ning trees	 We also know that in the Pr�ufer code the root of
the star must appear k�� times in the n�� positions in the
Pr�ufer code	 The number of di�erent combination for plac�
ing the root in those n�� positions is Cn��� k���	 There
are n choices for the root� thus there are n�Cn� �� k� ��
di�erent Pr�ufer codes	 For the remaining n� �� k� �� po�
sitions there are n � � choices for the internal nodes� hence
there are P n � �� n � k � �� permutations	 Therefore� the
number of Pr�ufer codes that correspond to regular and non�
regular stars with k branches is�

n �Cn� �� k� ��P n� �� n � k � ��

or

n � ���

k � ���n� �� k � ����

nn � ���

n� ��� n� k� ����

which is equal to�

n� ���

k� ���n� �� k��

n�

k�

for a �xed k	

Finally� the number of stars with n nodes is�

n��X
k��

n�

k�

�
n� �
k � �

�
�

The Greedy Algorithm

The greedy algorithm that we developed to construct a k
branch M�star spanning tree is described as follows	 Select
one of the vertices to be the center of the star	 Next �nd
the k closest vertices to the center� and create links between
each vertex and the center	 These vertices will make�up the
�rst level of the star	 For each vertex on the �rst level of
the star� do the following� Let the �rst level vertex be the
�current� vertex	 For i � � to M � � �nd a vertex in the
set of remaining vertices that is closest to the �current� ver�
tex� and create a link to it	 Update the �current� vertex to
be the new vertex found	 This algorithm is repeated where
each vertex is considered as the center for the M�star� and
the cost of the spanning tree was computed as the sum of the
edge weights	 The minimum cost spanning tree constructed
in this manner is the result of the greedy algorithm	

Another approach for the M�star algorithm uses a Minimum
Spanning Tree MST� construction	 The algorithm places
the edges on a min�heap� then selects one edge at a time�
adding the edge to form the spanning tree	 One must ensure
that by adding the edge no cycles are created and the current
set of edges form a partially completed M�star	

Genetic Algorithm

Several researchers have investigated the bene�ts of solv�
ing combinatorial optimization problems using genetic algo�
rithms ��� 
� �� �� �� ��� ���	 Davis� Goldberg� and Rawlins
provide excellent studies of genetic algorithms ��� ��� ��� ���	
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the fundamen�
tals of genetic algorithmsGA�	 The GA package used in this
research is LibGA ���	

In this research� the three encoding schemes for M�star trees
were used to �nd near�optimal solutions to the M�star iso�
morphism problem	 The �rst encoding was the determinant
encoding	 The determinant encoding can be used to describe
virtually any tree structure	 For example� if we want to limit
our solution space to non�regular stars� then each code must
have unique alleles except for the root or center of the star
which can occur as many times as branches	 This is true if
the determinant corresponding to the code is not zero i	e	
the determinant factor is non�singular	� Along the same line�
if it is required that the spanning tree structure be an M�
star� then each code must satisfy the conditions above� and
each path from the root to a leaf must have a length of M	



The second encoding for M�star trees is the Pr�ufer encod�
ing	 Unlike the determinant encoding� where the structure of
the spanning tree is intuitive� the structure of the spanning
tree corresponding to the Pr�ufer code is di�cult to visual�
ize without physically generating the tree�	 This is because
the Pr�ufer encoding is position�dependent	 The strategy we
used to increase the likelihood of producing an M�star tree
was to place the root of the star at M � � intervals in the
code	 To verify that a spanning tree is an M�star we use
path length information on each branch must be 
� for the

�star�	 We also ensure that the internal vertices have de�
gree �� and the root has degree k� for a k branch 
�star	 This
veri�cation process is also used with determinant encoding
and the Davis encoding	

The third encoding is an integer permutation of the vertices
with the Davis encoding scheme	 The integer permutation
is mapped to a spanning tree through a greedy assignment
process� to form the M�star	 Notice any spanning tree struc�
ture can be realized using this representation	

In all of the GA expirements we used a generational model�
with a roulette wheel selection� population size of 
�� chro�
mosomes� and a variety of crossover and mutation operators	
The crossover rate was set at �	�	 The mutation rate was
�adaptive� based on the population�s standard deviation	
The mutation rate increases as the population�s standard
deviation becomes smaller	

Pool Initialization

Initialization for the Determinant Encoding

Two strategies were used to initialize the �rst generation in
the genetic algorithm� First� to initialize with non�regular k
branch stars� select a vertex randomly to be the root	 Then
randomly select k di�erent positions in the chromosome to
place the root	 None of the k positions can be the root�
because the position in the code that equals the root is ig�
nored	 Remove the root from the set of remaining vertices	
For each of the remaining un�lled positions in the chromo�
some randomly select a vertex from the set of remaining
vertices� then remove the selected vertex from the set of re�
maining vertices	

The second strategy initializes with M�stars� The step for se�
lecting and placing the root in the chromosome is the same
as the non�regular k branch stars shown above	 The sec�
ond part involves selecting n� �� k vertices from the n� �
remaining vertices to �ll the remaining positions in the chro�
mosome	 This is accomplished as follows� For each position
that the root was placed in� do the following� Let the current
position be the selected position	 Then for i � � to M � �
select a vertex randomly from the set of remaining vertices	
Place the value of current position in the position corre�
sponding to the selected vertex in the chromosome	 Update
the current position to be the newly selected vertex	 Then
update the set of remaining vertices by removing the selected
vertex from consideration	

Initialization for the Pr�ufer Encoding

In this algorithm we �ll in the n� � positions in the Pr�ufer
code by selecting from integers in the range � to n� making
sure that each vertex appears once only in the code	 Select
the root from the remaining two vertices� and place it in
k � � positions selected at random	 This process produces
non�regular stars	 It is possible to produce M�stars with
this same process� but this is very di�cult for large graphs	
Instead� to increase the likelyhood of producing M�stars� we
deterministically placed the root in the code	 It was observed
that if the root was placed at intervals of length M � � that
some M�stars were produced	

Initialization for the Davis Encoding

The initial pool was created by randomly generating per�
mutations of integers in the range � to n� where n is the
number of vertices in the graph	 Then for each permuta�
tion the Davis encoding scheme was used to �nd the M�star
corresponding to it	

Crossovers and Mutations

For the Determinant Encoding

For the determinant encoding we developed the crossover op�
erators Swap With Root � Swap Leaf With Root � Swap Roots�
Swap Alleles� and Swap Vertices	 The Swap With Root op�
erator is an asexual operator� that randomly selects a posi�
tion in the chromosome and swaps the value in that position
with the root of the spanning tree	 The limitation to this
crossover is that the leaf vertices do not participate in the
crossover	 That is� leaf vertices in the parent chromosome
remain leaf vertices in the child chromosome	 The Swap Leaf
With Root is also an asexual crossover� where only leaf ver�
tices are swapped with the root	 The Swap Roots crossover
uses two parents and simply swaps the roots of the two span�
ning trees	 The Swap Alleles operator swaps two randomly
selected values in the chromosome	 Finally� Swap Vertices
swaps two vertices in the spanning tree domain	 The muta�
tion operators Swap With Root � Swap Leafs� Swap Vertices�
and Swap Alleles have the same behavior as the crossover
operators described above	

For Pr�ufer and Davis Encodings

For the Pr�ufer encoding we used the crossover operators
Swap Alleles� Swap Roots� and Swap With Root and the
mutation operators Swap Alleles and Swap Vertices	 The
underlying behavior of the operators is the same as the op�
erators used for the determinant encoding	 For the Davis
encoding we used the crossover operators PMX and Cycle
and the mutation operator Swap	 For information on PMX
and Cycle see ����	



Test cases� Results� and Conclu�

sions

Two data sets with �� and �� nodes were devised	 In each
case a complete graph was generated	 The nodes were ran�
domly placed on a ��� � ��� grid	 The cost of each edge is
its Euclidean length	 Each data set was replicated �� times
using di�erent random number seeds to generate the coor�
dinate positions for the nodes	 For each of the �� test cases�
the spanning tree cost obtained from the greedy algorithm
was compared to the cost of spanning trees evolved by ap�
plying the genetic algorithm strategy using three di�erent
encodings of M�star spanning trees Determinant� Pr�ufer�
and Davis�	

Table � shows the results for the �� node problem M �

� k � �� using the determinant encoding	 The greedy algo�
rithm used for constructing the spanning trees is described
in Section �	 The spanning tree cost of the greedy algorithm
was then computed	 For the determinant encoding the pool
was initialized with M�stars	 We used the crossover oper�
ators Swap With Root � Swap Leaf With Root � Swap Roots�
Swap Alleles� and Swap Vertices� and the mutation opera�
tors Swap With Root � Swap Leafs� Swap Vertices� and Swap
Alleles	 The results for these �� combinations of crossovers
and mutations repeated �� times each� are shown in Ta�
ble �	 The best result in each case is italicized	 In general�
the best results for the determinant encoding were obtained
when using Swap Vertices crossover	 The determinant en�
coding produced better results than the greedy algorithm in
all of the ten cases	

For the Pr�ufer encoding we used the crossover operators
Swap Alleles� Swap Roots� and Swap With Root and the
mutation operators Swap Alleles and Swap Vertices	 The
results for the six combinations of crossovers and mutations
each repeated �� times� are shown in Table �	 Note in
Table � for crossover Swap With Root that both mutation
operators yield the same results	 This is because the �best�
solution for Swap With Root crossover was found in the �rst
generation	 The best result in each case is italicized	 The
best results for the Pr�ufer encoding were obtained when us�
ing Swap Alleles crossover and Swap Vertices mutation	 The
Pr�ufer encoding produced better results compared to the
greedy in nine cases out of ten	

Table 
 shows the results of the three�star spanning tree
problem for the �� node data set using the Davis encod�
ing	 For the Davis encoding we used the crossover operators
PMX and Cycle and the mutation operator Swap	 These
two crossover operators are generally best suited for order�
based representations� and generally produce good results	
Table 
 shows that both PMX and Cycle produce better
results than the greedy algorithm	 The PMX operator pro�
duced better results over Cycle six out of ten times	 The
greedy algorithm lost in every case	

Table � shows the results for the �� node M � 
� k � ���
problem using the Davis encoding with crossover PMX
and mutation Swap� and the determinant encoding with
crossover Swap Vertices� and mutation Swap Vertices	 In

Table � the Davis encoding produced better results than
the determinant encoding in � out of �� cases	 In all �� data
cases the Davis encoding and the Determinant encoding pro�
duce better results than the greedy algorithm	

In conclusion we have shown a strategy to encode M�star
spanning trees using the Pr�ufer encoding and the determi�
nant encoding	 A general encoding strategy such as the
Davis encoding performs better than an encoding that is
speci�c� such as the determinant encoding	 We determined
that the Davis encoding responds better to changes in the
cost matrix since the same permutation of vertices could
map to a di�erent spanning tree	 On the other hand� the
determinant encoding is invariant to the cost matrix� since
a chromosome will still map to the same spanning tree after
a change in the cost matrix	
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